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Make, Create, Innovate 2007
our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the essential
ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes as you read this summary you will
discover how to create and nurture the spirit of innovation in your company you
will also discover that the secret to innovation lies in culture innovation is
the constant search for progress instead of focusing on a few breakthrough
projects a company evolves when it is welded around a strong and customer
focused mission leaders need to lead by example take the initiative and deliver
positive messages innovation is applied at all levels of the company with clear
objectives and indicators to measure them employee training and development are
essential to unleash energies what are the best processes and strategies for
cultivating innovation in the company if there is no ready made formula it is
because it starts with culture that fertile ground that allows ideas to bud an
organization on the move no longer looks for ways to become innovative it is
innovative by nature and this can be felt at all times and at all levels but to
instill this collective dynamic a conducive environment must be created the
invisible advantage s practical advice will help you get ready to take your
company on a new path the path of innovation buy now the summary of this book
for the modest price of a cup of coffee

SUMMARY - The Invisible Advantage: How To Create A
Culture Of Innovation By Soren Kaplan 2021-06-10
based on the authors rich experience with forward thinking companies around the
world green to gold demonstrates how corporations create value by building
environmental thinking into their overall business strategies

Green to Gold 2006-01-01
a thinkers50 best new management book for 2022 launch your company to the top
of its industry by driving and leveraging continuous innovation throughout your
organization it s no secret that continuous innovation is the key to seizing
and maintaining the competitive edge in today s increasingly challenging
business environment unfortunately the process for achieving this holy grail of
business has been a mystery until now built to innovate delivers a proven
system for building relentless innovation into your company s dna professor and
former dean of executive education at insead and business innovation thought
leader ben m bensaou explores the essential practices of many of the world s
most innovative organizations including basf akzonobel sabanci group recruit
holdings ecocem starwood hotels domino s pizza bayer marvel studios allianz and
fiskars and demonstrates how you can leverage them in your own company this
practical guide shows how to build your execution and innovating engines master
the innovating perspective launch the three processes of innovating engage
everyone in innovating generate ideas from the front lines empower coaches
create a culture of innovating catalyze the innovating process keep the ideas
flowing you ll learn how to drive innovating in product design and creative use
of technology as well as business activities such as business model redesign
customer service distribution finance talent development and sales the big
question on the mind of every business leader today is what can i do to create
extra value for my company and the customers we serve built to innovate
provides everything you need to transform your organization into an innovating
engine that continually produces new products and processes to generate
enormous new value for you and for the customers you serve

Built to Innovate: Essential Practices to Wire
Innovation into Your Company’s DNA 2021-09-14
transform any organization with proven strategies and tools for innovation
bringing together a wealth of experience from 60 distinguished global thought
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leaders how to create innovation is a comprehensive guide to becoming a leader
in innovation and an organization that plays to win containing all of the
working methods separate business innovation models and processes you need to
transform your organization digitally the book includes 50 ready to use tools
models and canvases which you can download and start applying to your
organization immediately written by stefan f dieffenbacher founder of an
international award winning consulting agency the book draws upon dieffenbacher
s experiences working with clients like amazon bmw google and pfizer to deliver
a one stop end to end solution to innovative transformation in this book
readers will learn how to uncover opportunities by finding your niche and
devising a more nuanced business strategy lead culture change by recognizing
and avoiding common reasons for failure harness proven strategies developed
under the understanding and navigating innovation and transformation in
enterprises unite model with ready to use assets included to help you start
taking action immediately how to create innovation earns a well deserved spot
on the bookshelves of business leaders entrepreneurs and managers who want to
take their organizations to the next level and overcome the competition through
tried and tested strategies for innovation

How to Create Innovation 2024-06-05
it is impossible to measure the full economic and psychological benefits of the
sewing machine the polio vaccine or the internet what we know is that these
products have changed our lives for the better generating net benefits well
beyond the metric of corporate profits as forces such as financial market
volatility and fragmented markets demonstrate the fragility of the global
economy the imperative to develop products and services that contribute to the
well being of the many rather than the few is more pronounced than ever in this
book a coskun samli explores this imperative of an innovation culture and how
it can be encouraged at all levels from the individual to the nation or region
he argues that without a global innovation culture committed to generating
socially valuable products we are likely to face a deteriorating quality of
life as wealth is concentrated at the top integrating insights from management
economics policy and psychology samli demonstrates how creativity can be
channeled into innovation and innovation can be channeled in turn toward
economic development he discusses how national policies can be oriented toward
encouraging such socially beneficial innovations as sustainable energy
communication technology and medical discoveries the aim is to promote the
development of products and services that improve quality of life and generate
profits for those who invest in them he argues that all innovations whether
radical or incremental must demonstrate social value in order to be truly
profitable

From Imagination to Innovation 2011-08-23
a modern framework for practical innovation from individual ideas to an
innovative organisational culture everyone says that innovation is important
the problem is that no one tells you how to be innovative innovation is a state
of mind sets out a step by step guide to creating innovative ideas and putting
them into action you ll learn how to generate more ideas with greater potential
how to grow and evaluate them test their effectiveness and then implement the
ones that are going to improve your business author james o loghlin has worked
with over a thousand of australia s best inventors and innovators in the eight
years he hosted abc tv s the new inventors he studied what they do differently
and how they are able to identify and take advantage of opportunities that the
rest of us miss packed with engaging stories and a good dose of humour this
insightful guide helps you to make innovation a part of what you do every day
change your thinking and identify overlooked opportunities step around common
roadblocks to innovation generate better ideas and find the ones that will
improve your business create a culture where innovation is part of everyone s
job harvest innovative ideas from the entire staff and find the ones that will
make a difference innovators see things differently they solve problems that
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the rest of us can t and create solutions to problems that we never noticed we
had getting stuck in routine and procedure is the death knell for modern
business most companies undervalue and underuse the creative potential of their
people because they underestimate the impact of continuous innovation
innovation is a state of mind shows you how to think like an innovator and
create a culture of innovation so you can stay out in front of the future of
business

Innovation is a State of Mind 2016-01-20
in business the ability to innovate can make the difference between success and
failure featuring modern business examples innovation shows that innovative
thinking is not a luxury but a necessity and outlines how organisations can
embed innovative approaches in their processes and people

Innovation 2005-05
find your company s unique innovation style and nurture it into a powerful
competitive advantage praised by business leaders worldwide agile innovation is
the authoritative guide to survival and success in today s innovate or die
business world this revolutionary approach combines the best of agile with the
world s leading methods of innovation to present a crisp articulate and proven
system for developing the breakthrough capabilities every organization must
master to thrive today and tomorrow you already know that effective innovation
doesn t happen by accident it is achieved by careful design agile innovation
addresses the three critical drivers of innovation success accelerating the
innovation process reducing the risks inherent in innovation and engaging your
entire organization and your broader ecosystem in the innovation effort the key
frameworks described here build on the proven success of agile to provide a
comprehensive and customizable innovation master plan approach to sustained
innovation improvement in the five critical performance areas strategy
portfolio process culture and infrastructure major topics include the power of
agile in the innovation process how to overcome innovation risk the best tools
to evoke engagement and collaboration branding as an integral element of
innovation and the best leadership skills and practices that create the special
environment that enables transformative growth readers will learn specifically
how to create better ideas develop them more efficiently and work together more
profitably and effectively to achieve breakthroughs the insights offered in
this book are highlighted in 11 detailed case studies illustrating the world s
best innovation practices at wells fargo nike volvo netflix southwest airlines
nasa the new york times and others in dozens of specific business examples in
two dozen powerful and unique techniques and methods and a full set of
implementation guidelines to put these insights into practice key insights
understand how to implement the many ways that innovation efforts can be
accelerated to achieve even greater competitive advantage learn to create a
culture of innovation greater engagement and rich collaboration throughout your
organization discover how to reduce risk and accelerate learning implement your
own unique plan to enhance collaborative innovation from leadership through
operations integrate key agility principles into your strategic planning
decisions for sustained improvement explore dramatic new approaches to open
innovation that optimize large scale innovation apply the latest and best
technology tools to enhance innovation reduce risk and promote broad
participation this is a must read book a practical guide for fostering a
culture of innovation nurturing creativity and efficiently developing the ideas
that drive strategic growth and since innovation is not imitation you know that
copying the ideas and strategies of other successful organizations will not
produce the desired outcomes hence all leaders must develop their own way of
innovating and nurture the right style of collaborating for their own
organization this book will guide you to find your own unique pathways to
success blaze your own trail to the high levels of innovativeness and
organizational agility by learning from the expert guidance and practical
actionable advice offered throughout this important book
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Agile Innovation 2014-09-22
learn to innovate and make real change in our era of disruption and possibility
there are so many great opportunities within your grasp however most smart and
successful people miss out unfortunately your capabilities are limited by the
seven traps of path dependency which cause you to repeat past decisions these
traps can limit you from seeing the potential of what could be if you could
overcome these traps what could you accomplish how much more successful could
you be create the future teaches you how to think disruptively providing
specific steps to create real innovation and change this book combines jeremy s
high energy provocative thinking with tactics that have been battle tested
through thousands of his team s projects advising leading innovators like
disney starbucks amex ibm adidas google and nasa on top of all that this is a
double sided book paired with the innovation handbook a revised edition of
jeremy s award winning book exploiting chaos

Create the Future + The Innovation Handbook
2020-03-10
a guide to creating and sustaining a culture of innovation focused on business
value the innovator s path introduces business readers to thought leader madge
m meyer s unique cross cultural perspective on corporate innovation the book
presents eight essential disciplines listen lead position promote connect
commit execute and evolve that pave the way for individuals teams and
organizations to continually innovate in ways that create new business value
the author overturns existing assumptions about inspiring and managing
innovation while offering new insights and practical advice for aspiring
innovators and corporate leaders meyer demonstrates her points by telling the
stories behind many of her award winning results and adds engaging personal
anecdotes to illustrate many of her points the book also contains contributions
from an extraordinary and diverse set of industry innovators offers new ways
for cultivating a mindset and culture of results focused innovation and
business value creation equips ceos cfos cios cmos coos ctos and aspiring
innovators with proven principles and practices for leading innovation focuses
her readers attention on the eight essential disciplines that help individuals
teams and organizations innovate more successfully whether your focus is on
your career your team s success or your organization s future the innovator s
path provides you with the insights strategies techniques and inspiration you
need to accelerate your innovation progress

The Innovator's Path 2013-09-10
5 pigeons were sitting on the roof of a building a hunter shot one of them how
many are left answer any number from zero to thousands the book 101 ways to
create and innovate will i help you come out of the box and accept yes it can
be zero to thousands ii provide you with skills to generate all the
possibilities from zero to thousands

101 Ways to Create and Innovate 2020-01-31
why does real innovation elude so many companies including those with the best
technology the cheapest resources and even chief innovation officers the
problem is that they lack inspiration inspiration as defined and outlined in
this book is a discipline not to be confused with the real but short lived
burst of energy that sometimes occurs after quarterly earnings reports or the
arrival of a charismatic new leader it is a systematic approach that when
applied consistently brings long term sustainable results look at more teaches
you how to harness inspiration by thinking differently and to encourage others
to do the same designed to be an individual and organizational hands on guide
look at more focuses on the front end of the inspiration creativity innovation
continuum using stefanovich s proven lamstaih approach look at more stuff think
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about it harder leaders and employees can develop the practical skills
leadership behavior and cultural mindset to consistently create ideas and drive
innovation built on the principles of the five m s for unleashing creativity
within an organization look at more explores mood the attitudes feelings and
emotions that create the context for inspiration and creativity mindset the
intellectual foundation and baseline capacity each of us has for getting
inspired and thinking differently mechanisms the tools and processes of
creativity at work measurement the qualitative and quantitative performance and
the guidance for giving critical feedback momentum the active championing of
celebrating inspiration and creativity to create a self reinforcing cycle for
growing innovation together the five m s can act as a diagnostic tool and a
guide for inspiring individuals empowering teams and transforming organizations
to become true models of innovation for more information please visit prophet
com lookatmore

Look at More 2011-04-19
how to systematically engineer creativity from nothing and unleash your inner
ingenuity creative thinking is surrounded by so much mystique and myth it s
time to cut through the static and learn how to become an idea generating
machine spark your imagination improve your thinking and solve problems rapid
idea generation will take you inside the mind of leonardo da vinci famous
polymath of the italian renaissance but it won t stop there you will learn not
only about da vinci s thinking techniques but the general building blocks of
creative thought and habits and other famous creatives we go through a huge
amount of thinking tools to expand your mind and see the world differently this
book is a thorough handbook on what it means to think different and get outside
the box this is book is 100 applicable in solving the problem you have in front
of you or generating an idea out of thin air stop relying on inspiration or
motivation and make thinking outside the box second nature peter hollins has
studied psychology and peak human performance for over a dozen years and is a
bestselling author he has worked with a multitude of individuals to unlock
their potential and path towards success his writing draws on his academic
coaching and research experience think like one of history s most famous
creatives and then some learn the biology and psychology of the creative mind
building blocks for creativity from da vinci and on 7 techniques to literally
thousands of ideas creativity routines and habits of household names how to
instantly switch to perspectives and angles less theory and more of exactly how
to become a prolific creative like the masters

Rapid Idea Generation 2020-03-31
unleash the innovative creativity of your workforce through gamification gaming
to innovate offers a step by step approach to transforming your organization
into an unstoppable force you ll learn how to empower your teams to innovate on
demand design an innovation program in hours quickly execute innovation
projects create an environment for competition destroying innovative culture

Gaming to Innovate -The Innovation Game 2016-09-09
according to mckinsey 84 of executives have stated that innovation is pivotal
to their growth strategy despite this an astounding 80 of new products and
services fail meet expectation in the marketplace it s time organisations get
serious about innovation efforts that actually offer a quantifiable and
sustainable return on investment poor leadership fear of failure and choice
bias are three of the reason s companies limit their own success corporate
inability to judge objectively and trust in the face of big decisions is a
catalyst for this downfall the only trend moving faster than technology is
consumer expectation accelerated innovation puts forward a methodology proven
to mitigate many of the risks associated with innovation it also offers an
outcome orientated approach that can create competitive advantage for any
organisation by applying accelerated innovation methods your company will see
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an increase in the probability of success reduced time to value and capture
meaningful stakeholder insight

Accelerated Innovation: How Any Business Can Rapidly
Innovate to Create an Unfair Advantage 2020-02-17
yes you can innovate is a practical how to guide to help you discover your
innovation strengths use the free online assessment to improve your ability to
create value out of new ideas covering the six stages of innovation find out
which of the 6 i s is your personal strength identify opportunities by
understanding trends patterns and future areas of growth ignite ideas by
creating novel solutions investigate by prototyping testing and researching
ideas invest by having the courage to create business models and persuade
others to back ideas implement by making an idea happen and creating value from
it improve by optimising your ideas and learning from success and failure
discover the skills required to successfully innovate how to understand the
problem you want to solve and how to cultivate and implement innovative ideas
whether you work for an organisation or are an entrepreneur each chapter will
equip you with a practical toolkit containing examples activities and resources
to help you build and improve your innovation skills take the free online
assessment to understand your innovation strengths and challenges and how to
harness your skills as well as the skills of others to make your ideas happen

Yes, You Can Innovate 2018-02-20
utilize this comprehensive guide in your organization to create a corporate
incubator that protects innovative ideas from oppressive corporate processes
and culture and gives those ideas the resources and environment they need to
grow and have the best possible chance to thrive innovation is hard ironically
innovation in a large enterprise can be even more difficult policies designed
for mature businesses often crush emerging businesses along with the
entrepreneurial spirit of the innovators procedures can make it difficult even
impossible for innovative employees to get their ideas funded or even seen as a
result even companies with their roots in innovation can find themselves unable
to innovate with a devastating impact on employee morale and often resulting in
the exodus of the most creative employees in lean intrapreneurship the authors
leverage decades of personal experience innovating in large enterprises to
explore the root causes of failure to innovate in established organizations and
offer a solution to the innovator s dilemma the book includes a recipe for
creating a repeatable program for innovating in large organizations including
tools tips and strategies developed by the authors as they created an
innovative incubation program for a multi billion dollar technology company it
also offers a wealth of information to help aspiring intrapreneurs and
entrepreneurs bring their ideas to life what you ll learn discover the most
common reasons that innovation fails in established organizations explore
techniques to make innovative ideas a successfollow a recipe to create a
program to enable innovation across your companyunderstand the power of
transparency inside and outside an incubator develop employees and foster a
culture of innovation across your company who this book is for anyone with an
innovative idea who wants to make it real but does not know where to begin
anyone struggling to innovate inside an established company anyone who wishes
to make their existing company more lean agile and efficient anyone who wishes
to start a program to incubate new innovative ideas inside an established
company

Lean Entrepreneurship 2018-10-31
innovation is a key source of competitive advantage but it remains
frustratingly elusive for many organizations this book shows you how to close
the innovation gap by making individuals and organizations systematically and
sustainably innovative you will learn how to embrace a culture of innovation
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and make it permeate every level of the organization you will find a clear road
map and practical tools to redefine your workplace s culture identify and tap
into the existing innovative intelligence and develop leaders who can close the
innovation gap for greater business success

Innovative Intelligence 2011-02-11
leverage the framework of visionaries to innovate disrupt and ultimately
succeed as an entrepreneur the lean entrepreneur second edition banishes the
myth of the visionary and shows you how you can implement proven actionable
techniques to create products and disrupt existing markets on your way to
entrepreneurial success the follow up to the new york times bestseller this
great guide combines the concepts of customer insight rapid experimentation and
actionable data from the lean startup methodology to allow individuals teams or
even entire companies to solve problems create value and ramp up their vision
quickly and efficiently the belief that innovative outliers like steve jobs and
bill gates have some super human ability to envision the future and build
innovative products to meet needs that have yet to arise is a fallacy that too
many fall prey to this myth of the visionary does nothing but get in the way of
talented managers investors innovators and entrepreneurs taking a proven
measured approach the lean entrepreneur will have you engaging customers
reducing time to market and budgets and stressing your organization s focus on
the power of loyal customers to build powerhouse new products and companies
this guide will show you how to apply actionable tips and tricks from
successful lean entrepreneurs with proven track records leverage the innovation
spectrum to disrupt markets and create altogether new markets use minimum
viable products to drive strategy and conduct efficient market testing quickly
develop cross functional innovation teams to overcome typical startup
roadblocks the lean entrepreneur is your complete guide to getting your startup
moving in the right direction quickly and hyper efficiently

The Lean Entrepreneur 2016-02-19
innovate your way toward growth using practical research backed frameworks the
art of opportunity offers a path toward new growth providing the perspective
and methods you need to make innovation happen written by a team of experts
with both academic and industry experience and a client roster composed of some
of the world s leading companies this book provides you with the necessary
tools to help you capture growth instead of chasing it the visual frameworks
and research based methodology presented in the art of opportunity merge
business design thinking and strategic innovation to help you change your
growth paradigm you ll learn creative and practical methods for exploring
growth opportunities and employ a new approach for identifying what opportunity
looks like in the first place put aside the old school way of focusing on new
products and new markets to instead applying value creation to find your new
opportunity craft your offering design your strategy and build new growth
ventures the changing business ecosystem is increasingly pushing traditional
thinking out to pasture new consumers and the new marketplace are demanding a
profound adjustment to the way companies plan and execute growth strategies
this book gives you the tools to create your roadmap toward the new state of
growth and gain invaluable insight into a new way of thinking the art of
opportunity will help you to start looking at business growth from a new
perspective create value for the customers company and ecosystem innovate
strategically and design new business models develop a new active business
design thinking approach to innovation your company s goal is to grow and to
turn non customers into customers the old ways are becoming less tenable and
less cost effective the art of opportunity outlines the new growth paradigm and
gives you a solid framework for putting new ideas into practice
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The Art of Opportunity 2016-05-02
a guide to creating and sustaining a culture of innovation focused on business
value the innovator s path introduces business readers to thought leader madge
m meyer s unique cross cultural perspective on corporate innovation the book
presents eight essential disciplines listen lead position promote connect
commit execute and evolve that pave the way for individuals teams and
organizations to continually innovate in ways that create new business value
the author overturns existing assumptions about inspiring and managing
innovation while offering new insights and practical advice for aspiring
innovators and corporate leaders meyer demonstrates her points by telling the
stories behind many of her award winning results and adds engaging personal
anecdotes to illustrate many of her points the book also contains contributions
from an extraordinary and diverse set of industry innovators offers new ways
for cultivating a mindset and culture of results focused innovation and
business value creation equips ceos cfos cios cmos coos ctos and aspiring
innovators with proven principles and practices for leading innovation focuses
her readers attention on the eight essential disciplines that help individuals
teams and organizations innovate more successfully whether your focus is on
your career your team s success or your organization s future the innovator s
path provides you with the insights strategies techniques and inspiration you
need to accelerate your innovation progress

The Innovator's Path 2013-09-10
from a leader in innovation best practices 10 simple and practical steps your
business must take to achieve profitable growth through innovation in this
timely guide innovation expert and former ceo robert brands presents the best
practices for today s innovate or die world in the form of 10 simple and
practical steps your business must take to achieve growth through innovation
robert s rules of innovation simply intelligently and entertainingly creates
order from the chaos imposed by today s misguided mandate for addition by
subtraction profitability concisely robert s rules of innovation distills
robert brands wealth of experience as a leader of international product
development teams explains why innovation is imperative provides the practical
steps needed to deliver innovation draws upon the wisdom of global business
leaders and is filled with real world examples anecdotes and practices timely
accessible and indispensable robert s rules of innovation is a road map for
success through sustainable innovation with a clear message innovation is the
lifeblood of business and the secret to outperforming your competition direct
and practical robert s rules of innovation is a must read for managers at all
levels

Robert's Rules of Innovation 2010-03-08
there is a big difference between efforts to create a lasting innovation
environment in your company top down innovation and how to improve your
performance and boost your career by innovating even in a non innovative
company bottom up innovation simplyinnovate net

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Innovation 2012-04
nttデータによるオープンイノベーションの極意の英語版 nttデータのオープンイノベーションイベント 豊洲の港から に立ち上げからかかわった著者が 日本型組織
でオープンイノベーションを進めるにあたっての秘密を赤裸々に語った書の英語版 日本でまだ オープンイノベーション が注目されていなかった時に いち早くその効用に
着目して立ち上げたオープンイノベーション活動 豊洲の港から 今では 国内外のベンチャー企業が登壇するマンスリーフォーラムに毎回200名以上の参加者が集い 世
界20都市でビジネスコンテストが行われるまでに発展しました しかし その立ち上げは一筋縄ではいかず 社内の抵抗を始めとして乗り越えなければならない数々のハード
ルがありました その苦闘を通じてつかんだ オープンイノベーションを前に進めるための 秘密 が満載です 海外企業とのオープンイノベーションをさらに展開している日
本企業の方々 突然 オープンイノベーション担当 を任命された方 日本の大手企業との連携を考えている海外ベンチャー企業の方々 社会課題を解決するビジネスへのチャ
レンジを考えている全ての皆様 また海外のパートナー企業に 日本型組織の現実に対する理解を深めてもらうためにも最適の一冊となっています 著者が体験して感じたこと
そこから得たことが オープンイノベーション活動に取り組む皆さんに役立つノウハウや教訓になり 世界を変えることに繋がるビジネスが生まれることを期待しています
let s change the world together
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The 21 Secrets to a Successful Open Innovation　The
Struggle of“From the Port of Toyosu” 2020-03-18
many companies are stymied by traditional management which is not programmed to
optimize the intangible resources such as the talents innovation and the vision
to shed the constraints and to outperform the leadership needs to start with an
original approach innovation is made by people with people for people so to
innovate the way the organization innovates and performs we may also have to
innovate the way people think the way they behave and the way they act my new
book addresses these issues as follows firstly to build the resolve to change i
help the leadership to evaluate their organization s innovation capabilities
and to see what the best in class are doing secondly to show the way i present
the open management platform as follows to innovate the way people think i show
how to open up networking 4 ways namely top down and bottom up inside out and
outside in opening up the interactions bottom up removes traditional management
s disconnect which separates the planners and the doers to innovate the way
people behave i apply an original organizational design so as to optimize the
collaborative management mode which efficiently combines the pull of the
leadership and the push of the self managed teams to innovate the way people
act i present the model of the two rings the mainspring of the open management
platform which helps to establish and to run an innovative networking
enterprise it integrates the strategic deployment the organizational deployment
and the return on total resources which reports and rewards not only the
results achieved on the tangible assets but also the ones concerning the web of
the intangible resources thirdly i present the 5 steps of the advocated program
of change management which is driven by the model of the two rings the last
chapter recaps the 10 factors that stymie the traditional organizations removed
by implementing the open management platform dr willy a sussland a senior
consultant lecturer and author focuses on critical management issues such as
the management of innovation and the innovation of the management he lectured
post grads at epfl the swiss federal institute of technology lausanne switz and
at the university of geneva geneva switz he is the author of innovate out of
crisis create space 2010 a co author of essentials of logistics and management
epfl press 2007 the author of connected thomson publishing 2000

The Innovative Enterprise 2013-04-23
the proximity paradox argues against the prevalent idea that those who are
closest to a subject are best qualified to innovate for it when in reality
intense proximity limits creativity unpacking ten common proximity paradoxes
that affect a company the authors share practical ideas to create the distance
necessary for your next great idea an especially valuable book for creatives
and non creatives in creative industries it encourages us to ask hard questions
about how we work how our businesses are structured and why we routinely find
our creativity at odds with what s asked of us

The Proximity Paradox 2020-03-24
the hands on guide for fostering relentless innovation within your company
gerard tellis a noted expert on innovation advertising and global markets makes
the compelling case that the culture of a firm is the crucial driver of an
organization s innovativeness in this groundbreaking book he describes the
three traits and three practices necessary to create a culture of relentless
innovation organizations must be willing to cannibalize successful products
embrace risk and focus on the future organizations build these traits by
providing incentives for enterprise empowering product champions and
encouraging internal markets spelling out the critical role of culture the
author provides illustrative examples of organizations with winning cultures
and explores the theory and evidence for each of the six components of culture
the book concludes with a discussion of why culture is superior to alternate
theories for fostering innovation offers a groundbreaking take on innovation
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that is driven by a company s culture shows what it takes to create a culture
of innovation within any organization based on a study of 770 companies across
15 countries the origin of 90 radical innovations spanning over 100 years and
the evolution of 66 markets spanning over a 100 years provides numerous mini
cases to illustrate the workings of culture written by gerard tellis director
of the center for global innovation this must have resource clearly shows the
role of culture in driving relentless innovation and how to foster it within
any organization

Unrelenting Innovation 2012-12-05
イノベーションを起こし続ける企業やリーダーの秘訣はどこにあるのか 世界的名著 知識創造企業 から四半世紀 待望の続編

ワイズカンパニー 2020-08-28
the authors contend that japanese firms are successful because they are
innovative and not merely masters of imitation as some think and because they
create new knowledge and use it to produce successful products and technologies
illustrations

The Knowledge-creating Company 1995
as the authors state without rethinking how what when where and why we are
teaching technology will merely be an expensive way of making the existing
system faster and flashier in how to innovate mary moss brown and alisa berger
founding co principals of the nyc ischool applytheir extensive on the ground
experience to demonstrate a radically different approach to school
transformation they introduce a scalable model of how schools can and should
redefine themselves to better meet the needs of 21st century students using a
framework built around four critical levers for school change curriculum
culture time and human capital the nyc ischool model merges the teaching of big
ideas and valuable skills with the realities of accountability academic
preparation and adolescent development the bookincludes more than 20 activities
that will help educators begin the process of school transformation whether
they want to focus on a single program one area of change or engage in a full
scale whole school improvement effort this accessible practical and inspiring
resource is designed to be used over and over again in any context despite the
constantly changing climates in which schools operate reimagining school and
creating more schools like the ischool must be our highest national priority
all students need to graduate from high school and college innovation ready as
well as prepared for the complex challenges of continuous learning and
citizenship in the 21st century time is running short i urge you to read this
book with urgency from the foreword by tony wagner expert in residence at the
harvard university innovation lab founder and co director of the change
leadership group at the harvard graduate school of education public education
mistakenly relies on a 19 century model to teach kids in the 21st century moss
brown and berger decided to change this by opening the ischool in new york city
and creating a whole new approach to how schools work they succeeded wildly and
having walked the walk they now talk the talk so others can follow on the trail
they blazed joel klein former chancellor of the new york city department of
education 2002 2011 those who strive to create or transform a school will learn
much from the shining example of these two fearless principals as learning
contexts change with the rising tides of technology moss and berger focus above
all on human and intellectual growth in schools their nyc ischool offers hope
for increasing imagination equity and depth in the face of the gathering storm
of standardization kathleen cushman co founder of what kids can do and author
ofthe motivation equation moss brown and berger launched one of the first
schools to blend personalized instruction and community connected engaging
projects anyone interested in a picture of next generation learning and the
inside story of creating a great school should read this book tom van der ark
ceo of getting smart mary moss brown and alisa berger are the founding co
principals of the nyc ischool and are currently working as the founding
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partners in novare schools a consulting group that focuses on school leader
coaching school design innovation and transformation

How to Innovate 2014-12-04
the concept of being innovative can be made to sound so simple we think of a
new idea we take a risk and implement the new idea we fail learn and move
forward but what if the development of the innovative thinking isn

Divergent Edu 2018-10-31
winner of best business book international book awards every purchased copy of
the book includes access to the free downloadable invisible advantage toolkit
the invisible advantage shows how any organization can create a culture of
innovation an environment that promotes freethinking an entrepreneurial spirit
and sustainable value creation at all levels and across all functions this book
isn t just about the importance of an innovation culture nor how to emulate the
innovation untouchables like google and apple it s a complete tool kit that
anyone can use to uncover the unique hidden drivers of innovation and then
introduce fresh intuitive approaches tailored to their organization s specific
environment to get the free invisible advantage toolkit buy the book and then
go to leapfrogging com free ia toolkit and complete the online form to get a
download link that contains 1 free video download the culture as competitive
advantage video to help make the business case for creating a culture of
innovation 2 free questionnaire get proprietary survey questions to assess your
current culture of innovation 3 free interview guide get proven interview
questions to engage key stakeholders in 1 1 discussions to assess culture and
build momentum for change 4 free pdf poster get a large format pdf poster that
you can print to help facilitate working sessions to design your own culture of
innovation 5 free powerpoint template use the powerpoint template to define and
communicate your current state and future state culture of innovation

The Invisible Advantage 2017-01-17
deconstruct the history of patterns of innovation in business and connect them
to existing and failed attempts in management consultancies engineering web
technologies and academic institutions this book shows you how to create an
optimal environment at work for growth and innovation many large scale
organizations eventually invest in research and innovation as a dedicated part
of their businesses in doing so they are faced with two choices build their own
practice of innovation or enact patterns of innovation created before them ones
they perceived as tried and tested in this book you will see how patterns of
innovation touch many aspects of a worker s life from how their work is
presented to others job titles working environment and expectations around
output every chapter will offer a history of these patterns and examples of how
they have succeeded and failed within organizations what you will learn
identify how innovation is named and highlighted in organizations reveal ways
to champion innovation to clients and the outside world from trade shows and
conferences inside the office uncover ways companies acquire innovation
including incubators or mergers discover the conditions for innovation to
happen every day including office layouts time management communication
structures and expectation management who this book is for tech start up scale
up founders management consultants managing directors innovation managers and
heads of r d academic researchers interior designers and architects

Creating a Culture of Innovation 2020-12-05
focusing on the future challenges companies face in being continously
innovative this book is based on a combination of world class talks given at
the innovation exchange ie conference in november 2001 through interviews with
various companies the book identifies the best and worst practices in
innovation strategy three main topics are discussed in detail trends challenges
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and paradoxes utilizing practical and academic knowledge with a strong reliance
on real world applicability the book will help readers build innovation
performance into their companies

The Innovation Wave 2005-08-05
this guide provides a deep dive into innovation coaching covering its
definition the role of a coach and the design and management of innovation
workshops it explores various innovation tools and methodologies frameworks to
structure innovation and techniques to foster creativity and ideation the
content also discusses building a supportive culture for innovation the
importance of leadership in nurturing innovation and practical advice for
implementing innovation strategies additionally it addresses innovation
coaching across various industries and the future trends in the field
emphasising the impact of technology

Innovate Now 2023-11-09
debra m amidon a worldwide pioneer in knowledge strategy once again leads you
into the future by charting the intersection of knowledge management and
innovation into a new frontier called knowledge innovation groundbreaking and
well researched the innovation superhighway provides global insights into how
you can use knowledge processes and tools to sustain high levels of innovation
among all stakeholders to gain a competitive positioning the innovation
superhighway awakens the realization that information economic infrastructures
computer and communications technology and even knowledge management and ict s
has been a journey toward profitable and prosperous innovation providing the
sound rationale for knowledge strategy amidon defines the global vision on all
levels of economy the enterprise the national economy and societal
transformation the innovation superhighway turns knowledge vision into
innovation practice

The Innovation SuperHighway 2007-06-01
this is an open access book department of management faculty of economics
universitas negeri malang seeks high quality research paper for the 3rd
business innovation sustainability and technology international conference
bistic 2023 that was held on july 25th 2023 we invite all professors
researchers students practitioners and other enthusiasts to participate in the
business innovation sustainability and technology international conference
bistic 2023 to present share and discuss the phenomenon depicted by academic
research result as a strategic way to enlarge and enhance the research
development together this year bistic is held as a virtual conference where
there will be online presentation

Proceedings of the BISTIC Business Innovation
Sustainability and Technology International
Conference (BISTIC 2023) 2023-11-30
the innovation code the creative power of constructive conflict harmony is
sublime in music but deadly to innovation the only way to create new hybrid
solutions is to clash innovation happens when we bring people with contrasting
perspectives and complementary areas of expertise together in one room we
innovate best with people who challenge us not people who agree with us it
sounds like a recipe for chaos and confusion but in the innovation code jeff
degraff dubbed the dean of innovation and staney degraff introduce a simple
framework to explain the ways different kinds of thinkers and leaders can
create constructive conflict in any organization this positive tension produces
ingenious solutions that go far beyond the best of both worlds drawing on their
work with nearly half of the fortune 500 companies the degraffs help you
harness the creative energy that arises from opposing viewpoints they identify
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four contrasting styles of innovator the artist the engineer the athlete and
the sage and include exercises and assessments for building managing and
embracing the dynamic discord of a team that contains all four you can also
figure out where you fit on the continuum of innovator archetypes using vivid
examples the innovation code offers four steps to normalize conflict and
channel it to develop something completely new by following these simple steps
you will get breakthrough innovations that are both good for you and your
customers this is a rigorous but highly accessible guide for achieving
breakthrough solutions by utilizing the full and seemingly contradictory
spectrum of innovative thinking

The Innovation Code 2017-08-07
why can some organizations innovate time and again while most cannot you might
think the key to innovation is attracting exceptional creative talent or making
the right investments or breaking down organizational silos all of these things
may help but there s only one way to ensure sustained innovation you need to
lead it and with a special kind of leadership collective genius shows you how
preeminent leadership scholar linda hill along with former pixar tech wizard
greg brandeau mit researcher emily truelove and being the boss coauthor kent
lineback found among leaders a widely shared and mistaken assumption that a
good leader in all other respects would also be an effective leader of
innovation the truth is leading innovation takes a distinctive kind of
leadership one that unleashes and harnesses the collective genius of the people
in the organization using vivid stories of individual leaders at companies like
volkswagen google ebay and pfizer as well as nonprofits and international
government agencies the authors show how successful leaders of innovation don t
create a vision and try to make innovation happen themselves rather they create
and sustain a culture where innovation is allowed to happen again and again an
environment where people are both willing and able to do the hard work that
innovative problem solving requires collective genius will not only inspire you
it will give you the concrete practical guidance you need to build innovation
into the fabric of your business

Collective Genius 2014-05-13
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